Consultation with Families (K-5th)

Dear 1st, 2nd, etc grade parent,

CAIS is in the process of gaining approval from the San Francisco Department of Public Health (DPH) to reopen school for on-campus, in-person learning in grades K-8. In order to do so, the school must meet rigorous requirements from DPH, including an on site inspection, that are consistent with the Preliminary Guidance for TK-12 School Reopening.

Please reply to this email by Sunday evening, September 13 if you are in agreement that CAIS should reopen for on-campus, in-person learning in grades K-8 if the school can meet all DPH requirements. You should feel no obligation or pressure to do so, this is simply an opportunity to express your support of the school to DPH.

For an overview of school preparations, please visit the Reopening CAIS section of the school website. In addition to an overview of the school reopening plan, the site contains links to the Head of School Weekly Newsletter, parent information Zoom sessions, and public health documents.

Sincerely,
Grade Liaison

5th Grade Parent Respondents:

- Paul and Helene Kocher
- Robert Edmonds and Vivian Lee
- Dina To
- Sumi Das & Tim Ryan
- Lilian Kim Lynch
- Ben Lui
- Sara Roberts & Joerg Schumann
- Patrick Cannon
- Connie Chieng
- Darren and Valerie Lee
- Catherine Foo
- Renee Fong and Roger
- Susan Tang
- Rick Wee
- Sandy Yeung
- Bliss Temple & John Asheim
- Darren Schulte & Stefani Wedl
- Peter Shiau
- Roberta and Harry Ault
- Liyun Li and Bryant Jenkins
- Michael Wang
- Alexander Pugh & Ingrid Paulson
- Robyn Thomas
- Sherilyn Adams
- Michael Huang
- Robert Fong
- Jane Guan
- Steve Shek and Liz
- Samantha Westien
- Harry & Vanessa Printz
4th Grade Parent Respondents:

Chen, Sharon
Au, Helina
Wu, Lisa
Pecanac-Causevic, Marsela
Pan, Rong
Dennis, Alda
Kong, Margot
Hansen, Emmy
Tseng, Suyi
Katzenmeyer, John
Shankman, Michael
Yaari, Yoav
Verhaverbeke, Steven
Synyansky, Sergiy
Wong, Paul
Tom, Christopher
Yung, Katherine
Choi, Jane
Cinaroglu, Ayse
Yu, Ron
Harrison Howe, Linda
Lai, Jennifer
Mayeda, Velma
Kwok, Brian
Lockwood, Laura
Francis-Cummings, Erin
Ortega, Harriet

3rd Grade Parent Respondents:

Brook, Michael
Jong Pian Kie,
Brook, Andrea
Ramona
Castillo, Jim
Fong Hing, Kenzo
Wu, Lisa
Tom, Karen
Chen, Sandy
Brickell, Justin
Frymann, William
Ho, Edgar
Garvin, Melanyann
Huang, Alison
Garvin, Jon
Howe, Jonathan
Montecillo,
Hsieh, John
Fleurise
Hsieh, Nancy
Chan, Pamela
Fan, Emily
Wong, Francesca
McLaughlin, Gavin
Wang, John
Serra, Tanguy
Leong, Jennifer
Serra, Karine
Galens, Jessica
Tang, Susan
Garcia Perez,
Danton
Jeanty, Cerine
Jong Pian Kie,
Danton
Jeanty, Cerine
Hawke, H. Hibbs
Fong Hing, Kenzo
Hawke, Nancy
Tom, Karen
Huang, Lilly
Brickell, Justin
Peay, Kabir
Ho, Edgar
Forrestel, Alison
Huang, Alison
Schulte, Darren
Howe, Jonathan
Wedl, Stefani
Hsieh, John
Waligora, Rafal
Hsieh, Nancy
Yim, Amy
Fan, Emily
Chang, Judy
McLaughlin, Gavin
Wu, Xiao
Serra, Tanguy
Ang, Pauline
Serra, Karine
Bastunas, Brandon
Tang, Susan
Warren, Stephanie
Berger, Amy
Berger, Brian

2nd Grade Parent Respondents:

Wynne Kwee
Cheuk Tam
Haim Zaltzam
Jennifer Lai
Fleurise Montecillo
Caroline Yip
Simon Yip
Neelum Sharma
Kenly Lambie
Shankman
Michael Shankman
Sally Lee
Danton Garcia
Cerine Jeanty
Raymond Lee
Renee Fong
Jennifer Chan
Michael Brook
Andrea Brook
Marc Werres
Charlene Chen
Joanna Chang
Chanh Hang
Ting Ting Fu
Melanyann Garvin
Bryon Kunkel
Michelle Kunkel
Scott Dickie
Janet Lee
Cindy Chan
Phil Phuong
Lisa Lee
Hanna Wang
Juqi Liu
Joyce Jiang
Paul Su
Huaquing Zheng
Linda Harrison
Howe
Rob Howe
Gloria Chen

1st Grade Parent Respondents:

Bachmann, Klaus
Cardanha, Brian
Chui, Jimmy
Kellogg, Hannah
Gasiorek, Joseph
Miller, Benjamin
Shih, Jack
Carpenter, Cary
DeForest, Greg
Hansen, Erik
Ho, Edgar
Lui, Yee-Bun
Ho, Tung
Young - Bachmann, Sarah
Lin, Cathy
Chan, Linda
Bocuzzi, Ellen
Gebre, Tirhas
Lin, Connie
Yoganathan-Hasselbeck, Amaliny
Hawke, Nancy
Wang, Lily
Ngai-Saul, Lucy
Yip, Cathy
Han, Jia
Wu, Judy
Hansen, Emmy
Lai, Karen

Kindergarten Parent Respondents:

Elaine and Daniel Wong
Erika Rutledge
Trisha Mau
Cindy Chang
Chelsea Landolin
Andrew Lieberman & Lily Lin
Justin Brickell
Yvonne Chiu
Cathy & Jason Yip
Karen Tong
Robert Kang
Nizar Mukhtar & Meriam Meghirbi
Jacquelyn Coo & Matthew Giang
Michael & Aggie Chow
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Domingo Guerra
Robin Gandhi
Danielle Zhu
Jane Choi & Ron Yu
Marc Werres
Bettina Glenning & Bharat Mediratta
Fadzlyana Ibrahim

Pete Chon
Gerry Tan & Stephanie Lim
Geoffrey Huang
Aaron Sisk & Jenny Jap
Irene Sung
Dan Risman-Jones
Steven Huang
Jacelyn Yuan & Eric Mah